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Synopsis: 

Regulators con�nued their efforts to refine the rules to align with insurers’ shi�ing investment strategies more closely at 
the NAIC 2024 Spring Na�onal Mee�ng in Phoenix. At its core is an aspira�on of achieving “equal capital for equal 
risk,” which is no easy task considering the framework's interconnected components that govern insurers’ investments. 
There were significant developments on mul�ple fronts, including: 

• Changing the classification and valuation of investment across the categories of insurers’ investments whose risk 
characteristics can vary significantly. This includes the debt and residual interests of asset-backed securities (ABS).  

• Addressing concerns over ‘blind reliance’ on agency ratings in NAIC Designations, which help oversee hundreds of 
thousands of debt instruments worth $trillions of insurers' debt investments. Designations aspire to consistently 
rank order credit risk, which is argued to be challenged by agencies that use different methodologies and standards. 

• Differentiating capital for structured assets and ABS's residual interests, including investment vehicles. While 
structured products are argued to provide attractive risk-adjusted returns, the products are complex, and 
establishing the appropriate capital requirements for such products requires a deep understanding of their nuanced 
risk-mitigating features and performance.  

• Moving forward with the Financial Condition (E) Committee’s long-term aspirations of modernizing the NAIC’s 
investment oversight framework. 

 

This report reviews these recent developments, their poten�al implica�ons for investment strategy, and what might 
happen next. 
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Bridgeway Analy�cs supports the investment and regulatory community work to op�mize the design, organiza�on, and 
u�lity of regula�ons surrounding the management of insurance company por�olios. While the content in this document 
is informed by extensive discussions with our client base, the broader industry, NAIC staff, and state regulators and may 
contain analysis that Bridgeway Analy�cs had conducted as part of a commercial engagement and retains the right to 
reuse, the views in this document are solely those of Bridgeway Analy�cs and are based on an objec�ve assessment of 
data, modeling approaches, and referenced documenta�on, that in our judgment and experience, are viewed as 
appropriate in ar�cula�ng the landscape. Methodologies are available to the public through an email request at: 
support@bridgewayanaly�cs.com. 

 

 

 
 
  

Asset Regulatory Treatment (ART) 
STANDARDS & SYSTEM is Bridgeway Analy�cs’ machine learning-assisted pla�orm that efficiently and effec�vely 
organizes insurers’ current and proposed investment guidelines, including NAIC and state rules. Users are kept current 
and provided �mely no�fica�ons on changes and their impacts, overcoming challenges with naviga�ng complex 
regula�ons across jurisdic�ons using disparate language and varied rulemaking processes. The pla�orm is used by 
insurers’ investment, risk, compliance, legal, government affairs, accoun�ng, and repor�ng func�ons and their 
regulators. 

• ART Newsreels weekly emails alert users of the changes to the investment landscape, including NAIC, state 
investment guidelines, and global activities packaging, and deliver what matters most through timely, 
concise, and clear messaging. 

• ART Chronicles are a centralized repository of recent and possible future changes to the landscape, including 
NAIC, state investment guidelines, and global activities. It allows you to quickly log in and find out the latest 
updates, next steps, and any deadlines associated with respective investment activities. The Outlook plugin 
will keep your calendars updated. 

• ART System provides users access to codified state investment guidelines in a searchable and 
understandable format. 

• ART Investment Classification (beta) assists with the classification of assets, which includes requirements 
under the principles-based bond definition, including possibly heightened reporting requirements. 
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https://art.bridgewayanalytics.com/
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https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/art-newsreel-updates
https://art.bridgewayanalytics.com/newsreels-v2
https://art.bridgewayanalytics.com/art-system
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1 Execu�ve summary 
Regulators con�nued their efforts to refine the rules to align with insurers’ shi�ing investment strategies more closely at 
the NAIC 2024 Spring Na�onal Mee�ng in Phoenix. At its core is an aspira�on of achieving “equal capital for equal 
risk,” which is challenging considering the interconnected components of the NAIC investment oversight framework. This 
report summarizes the core aspects of the changing landscape governing insurers’ investments, dis�lling the nuances 
and details, and presents what maters most. 

Core aspects of the changing landscape governing insurers’ investments: 
• Changing the classification and valuation of investment across the categories of insurers’ investments whose risk 

characteristics can vary significantly. This includes the debt and residual interests of asset-backed securities (ABS).  
• Addressing concerns over ‘blind reliance’ on agency ratings in NAIC Designations, which help oversee hundreds of 

thousands of debt instruments worth $trillions of insurers' debt investments. Designations aspire to consistently 
rank order credit risk which is argued to be challenged by agencies using different methodologies and standards. 

• Differentiating capital for structured assets and ABS's residual interests, including investment vehicles. While 
structured products are argued to provide attractive risk-adjusted returns, the products are complex, and 
establishing the appropriate capital requirements for such products requires a deep understanding of their nuanced 
risk-mitigating features and performance.  

• Moving forward with the Financial Condition (E) Committee’s long-term aspirations of modernizing the NAIC’s 
investment oversight framework. 

 

What’s driving these changes? Discussed extensively in our previous reports,1 no�ceable shi�s in insurers’ investment 
strategies toward private and structured assets, o�en with more complex characteris�cs, had the NAIC embark on 
significant mul�-year updates to the RBC and STAT frameworks with revisions to classifica�on (i.e., bonds and residual 
interests), the Designation process, reserving (e.g., Actuarial Guideline (AG) 53) and capital assignment (e.g., CLOs and 
ABS).  

This report begins by breaking down ‘in play’ efforts to revise guidelines and then reviews developments with the E-
Commitee’s long-term efforts to revise the investment oversight framework. The report explores poten�al implica�ons 
for investment strategy and what might happen next. We conclude by highligh�ng what we are op�mis�c about.   

2 In-Play Efforts to Revise Investment Guidelines  
We now dive into the three ini�a�ves: (1) Classifica�on of debt and investment vehicles and their valua�on; (2) Assigning 
Designa�ons; (3) Differen�ated capital for structured assets and their residual interests. 

2.1 Classifica�on of Debt and Investment Vehicles and their Valua�on 
2.1.1 Context  
The principles-based bond defini�on was adopted at the 2023 Summer Mee�ng and will go live on January 1, 2025. The 
extensive mul�-year effort covers a broad spectrum of investments, including those under SSAP No. 26—Bonds, and SSAP 
No. 43—Asset-Backed Securi�es  (with subsequent SAPWG revisions). A bond is characterized, in spirit, as any security 
represen�ng a creditor rela�onship, whereby there is a fixed schedule for one or more future payments, and which 
qualifies as either an issuer credit obliga�on or an asset-backed security. A security that possesses equity-like 
characteris�cs or represents an ownership interest in the issuer in substance does not represent a creditor rela�onship 

 
1 See, for example, Developments from the NAIC’s 2023 Summer Meeting, The changing rules governing US insurers’ investments: 
Capital requirements and the role of agency ratings, or Trends in the Ownership Structure of US Insurers and the Evolving Regulatory 
Landscape. 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/19-21a%20-%20SSAP%2026R%20-%208-13-23_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/19-21a%20-%20SSAP%2026R%20-%208-13-23_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/19-21a%20-%20SSAP%2026R%20-%208-13-23_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/10%20Adoptions%20posted%203.16.2024.pdf
https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/naic2023summermeeting
https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/_files/ugd/8f3408_7e3a6605091e4d198fb2ff6e31886201.pdf
https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/_files/ugd/8f3408_7e3a6605091e4d198fb2ff6e31886201.pdf
https://insuranceaum.com/trends-in-the-ownership-structure-of-us-insurers-and-the-evolving-regulatory-landscape/
https://insuranceaum.com/trends-in-the-ownership-structure-of-us-insurers-and-the-evolving-regulatory-landscape/
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and is inconsistent with what is expected of bonds reported on Schedule D-1. The approach dis�nguishes between two 
types of bonds: 

• Issuer Credit Obliga�on (ICO). A bond for which the general creditworthiness of an opera�ng en�ty or en��es 
through direct or indirect recourse is the primary source of repayment. 

• Asset-backed securi�es (ABSs). A bond issued by an en�ty (an “ABS issuer”) created for the primary purpose of 
raising debt capital backed by financial assets or cash-genera�ng non-financial assets owned by the ABS Issuer, for 
which the primary source of repayment is derived from the cash flows associated with the underlying defined 
collateral rather than the cash flows of an opera�ng en�ty. 

In addi�on to security investments that qualify under the principles-based defini�on as issuer credit obliga�ons, certain 
securi�es are also captured in the scope of this statement, including SVO-Iden�fied Bond ETFs and SVO-Iden�fied Credit 
Tenant Loans. 

The defini�on for residual interests was also recently adopted, which are those of ABSs, as well as ‘in substance’ residuals 
held through investment vehicles (with guidance and defini�on soon to be centralized under SSAP No. 21 – SAPWG Ref 
#2024-08). 

Why does this mater? Debt classified as a bond generally receives preferen�al treatment, including lower capital charges. 
In addi�on, residuals of ABS held by life companies, and soon likely health and property and casualty, will receive the more 
puni�ve interim 45% capital treatment beginning this year unless the industry proposes an alterna�ve that regulators view 
as more appropriate. Equity interests of opera�ng companies will con�nue to receive the 30% C-1 charge.  

2.1.2 What to watch out for, and what’s next? 
• The principles-based approach is precedence-based by its nature. With insurers’ investments having a broad 

spectrum of characteristics, it will take time to converge on the classification of bonds and ABS, as well as the full 
scope of their treatment. 
 

• Non-SEC registered funds, including feeder funds. The classification of debt and equity or residual interests issued by 
non-SEC registered funds faces several open questions. In their current form, the definition and bond issue paper 
suggest that debt issued by a non-SEC registered fund would be classified, de facto, as that issued by an ABS, meaning 
a direct investment in those funds would be classified as a residual. Specific references include: 

o Debt issued by CFOs is possibly classified as ABS when the pool of funds is highly diversified and 
overcollateralized. (19 and 32c) 

o Bonds issued by business development corporations, closed-end funds, or similar operating entities registered 
under the 1940 Act classified as ICOs. It proceeds to qualify that the intent of classifying them as ICOs is specific 
to bonds issued from SEC-registered entities. (32c) 

 
SAPWG proposed revisions to the bond definition and the draft issue paper, clarifying that debt issued by non-SEC 
registered funds would not de facto be treated as debt issued by ABS. Thus, investments in the fund would not de 
facto be treated as residual interests of an ABS. This is significant given the more punitive capital treatment of residual 
interests held by life companies and likely future treatment of residuals held by health and property and casualty 
insurers. The revised language removes SEC registration requirements for debt issued by a fund to be classified as 
issuer credit obligation of an operating entity. The revisions included guidance with determining whether a fund 
represents an operating entity, and the issue paper guidance continued to identify that collateralized fund obligations 
(CFOs) and other similar structures would be required to be assessed as ABS to determine if they qualify for bond 
reporting. 

Feedback and questions received by NAIC staff indicated the need for further refinements to the definition and issue 
paper. Staff noted that some interpreted the proposed guidance to permit debt issued from feeder funds to be 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/3-2024%20SAPWG%20Meeting%20Combined.pdf
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=68bcf2d480&e=9ea3ec665c
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classified as issuer credit obligations (ICOs). In contrast, the guidance, in its current form, suggests that if the debt 
were to qualify as a bond, it would be that of an asset-backed securities (ABS). The delineation is significant, given 
the resulting classification of the funds' equity or residual interests.  
 
• What's next?  SAPWG requested comment on the bond definition under SSAP No. 26R (Ref #2024-01) through 

May 31, 2024, with a request for: 
o Language to better define the extent of debt that may be issued to fund operations.  
o Language on the scope of guidance and types of debt securities issued by funds that should be considered 

operating entities rather than ABS. 

• The treatment of debt that does not comply with the bond definition (Ref #2019-21, SSAP 21R). SAPWG adopted 
revisions to the treatment of debt instruments that do not meet the bond definition. Those assets will be filed under 
Schedule BA, and only NAIC-based Designations will be acceptable, with agency rating-based Designations prohibited. 
An example is provided of a debt security that relies on the underlying collateral retaining its value to repay the debt 
(e.g., through the sale of collateral or refinancing), may not qualify to be reported as a bond such as non-cashflow-
producing real estate at a 50% loan-to-value. While it would not qualify to be reported as a bond, its characteristics 
are consistent with that of a mortgage loan and may warrant a fixed income RBC charge.  

o It is noteworthy that only life companies would receive RBC reductions for reporting debt with SVO-
assigned NAIC Designations on Schedule BA. The provision is intended to apply only to those entities 
until/unless the Capital Adequacy (E) Task Force (CATF) and related RBC Working Groups incorporate changes 
to provide those capabilities to non-life entities. 

o What's next? The adoption is effective in 2025, with the bond definition and early adoption allowable for 
residuals.  

• Revisions to the valuation of residual interests (Ref #2019-21, SSAP 21R). SAPWG adopted revisions to the valuation 
of residuals that will now be reported at the lower of “adjusted cost” or fair value.2 The proposal incorporates the 
“Effective Yield with a Cap” along with the “Cost Recovery Method,” whereby cash flows shall be treated as a return 
of principal, reducing the adjusted cost. Under the “Cost Recovery Method,” distributions are not recognized as 
interest or investment income until the residual tranche has a book adjusted carrying value (BACV) (adjusted cost 
basis) of zero, which is not standard and more conservative but is less onus than the “Effective Yield with a Cap,” 
which is argued to require extensive non-automation work. Under the “Effective Yield with a Cap,” BACV represents 
the acquisition cost, net of distributions in excess of the Allowable Earned Yield. Allowable Earned Yield, established 
at acquisition, is the discount rate that equates the initial best estimate of the residual’s cash flows to its acquisition 
cost and other-then-temporary impairments (OTTI). 

o What’s next? The adoption is effective in 2025, with the bond definition and early adoption allowable.  

2.2 Revisions to the Defini�on of Designa�ons and the Use of Agency Ra�ngs 
A desire to move away from ‘blind reliance’ on agency ra�ngs has regulators ini�ate several related and evolving ini�ates, 
including three that were deliberated over at the Valua�on of Securi�es (E) Task Force (VOSTF) 2024, Spring Na�onal 
Mee�ng: (1) Revisions to the defini�on of NAIC Designa�ons, (2) Procedures for establishing criteria to permit staff’s 
discre�on over agency-ra�ngs based Designa�ons, and (3) NAIC model-based Designa�ons for CLOs. In parallel, (4) the 
E-Commitee is pe��oning for the development of a request for proposal (RFP) to engage a consultant that would design 
and help implement a new process under which the NAIC develops a strong due diligence program over the ongoing 
use of agency ra�ngs. The effort is very much in line with recent pos�ngs from the E-Commitee, which had formed a 
Dra�ing Group of regulators and Workplan for its proposed Framework for the Regula�on of Insurer Investments. 

The ini�a�ves have significant poten�al implica�ons, and there is a consensus among market par�cipants and regulators 
for the improvement needed in using agency ra�ngs for regulatory purposes. However, a spectrum of approaches has been 

 
2 Reductions in fair value below adjusted cost are reported as an other-than-temporary impairment (OTTI). 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/3-2024%20SAPWG%20AGENDAS%20COMBINED.pdf
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=62ff7fd593&e=9ea3ec665c
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proposed, each of which can have a broad set of varied implica�ons. The issues can be technical and nuanced, and we 
encourage interested readers to check out our report, Overseeing Designa�ons and the Prudent Use of Agency Ra�ngs. 
Let’s dive in.3  

2.2.1 A revised defini�on of NAIC Designa�ons  
2.2.1.1 Context  
Defining NAIC Designa�ons is cri�cal in providing regulators and market par�cipants clarity on the risks they measure and, 
thus, guidance on their use and limita�ons. If, for example, the defini�on deviates from that of an agency ra�ng, there may 
be a resul�ng need to adjust a ra�ng (e.g., notch) prior to its use in the Designa�on process.  

Defining a Designa�on is no easy task, and several aspects of this effort remain conten�ous. The United States SEC, which 
oversees ra�ng agencies, requires a descrip�on of credit ra�ngs to be published. For example, Moody’s Ra�ng Symbols 
and Defini�ons describes credit ra�ngs as opinions of ordinal, horizon-free credit risk and, as such, do not target specific 
default rates or expected loss rates. The defini�on is kept at a high level, with methodological details provided separately 
in technical documents. The current proposal (Atachments Two) reads as follows:  

NAIC Designations... reflect the likelihood of timely and full payment of principal and scheduled periodic interest, in 
accordance with the regulatory objectives explained above, and the likelihood of principal and/or interest payment 
default.  Where appropriate for a given investment, NAIC Designations shall reflect “tail risk” and/or loss given default. 
NAIC Designations and Designations Categories shall reflect the position of the specific liability in the issuer’s capital 
structure and other non-payment risks or non-payment mitigants...   

2.2.1.2 What to watch out for, and what’s next? 
Commenters' oral statements and NAIC staff's response to key issues, including 'other non-payment risks' and 'tail risks' 
in the defini�on, lined up with writen comments and responses (see mee�ng Material), with concerns raised over 
references to other non-payment risks and tail risks in the defini�on. 

• Other non-payment risks. The proposed defini�on includes a need for Designa�ons to reflect “non-payment risk,” 
which has not been defined. However, references to Subscript S, which was part of the prior proposal and intended to 
delineate debt with 'non-payment risk,' have been removed. Commenters have raised concerns over the lack of clarity 
regarding the use, relevance, and understanding of 'non-payment risk,' with one leter no�ng that while Subscript S 
has been part of the process for decades, it has never been used as far as they are aware. One commenter provides a 
reminder of the completed SAPWG’s “bond project,” arguing that it iden�fies and deals with these risks, allowing for 
the defini�on of NAIC Designa�ons to be simplified to reflect credit risk, thus aligning it with conven�onal risk 
measures such as reflected in agency ra�ngs.  

o NAIC staff response (paraphrased).   

 NAIC should retain the ability to reflect that risk if it impacted insurers' likelihood of receiving cash 
payments, no�ng that two par�es can agree with any manner of contractual terms, including receiving 
payment in different securi�es with different terms or receiving payment in other forms (e.g., Bitcoin, 
inventory, kilowats, automobiles, or anything else agreed to in the contract). The existence of 
contractual terms inconsistent with the regulatory objec�ves (e.g., PIK or other deferrals of interest) 
could be reflected in an NAIC Designa�on if they are determined to impact the likelihood of principal 
and/or interest.  

 
3 For additional discussion, see Developments from the NAIC’s 2023 Summer Meeting and Developments from the NAIC’s Fall 2023 
Meeting.  

https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=b2493354c6&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=2e1342ced7&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=db15eeecf1&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=db15eeecf1&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=4b1b211a32&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=4b1b211a32&e=9ea3ec665c
https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/naic2023summermeeting?mc_cid=41acd3602c&mc_eid=UNIQID
https://9506d232e20082c743e97923a553820e.cdn.bubble.io/f1710359689115x329127195626341760/December%202023%20Post%20NAIC%20Fall%20Meeting%20%281%29.pdf
https://9506d232e20082c743e97923a553820e.cdn.bubble.io/f1710359689115x329127195626341760/December%202023%20Post%20NAIC%20Fall%20Meeting%20%281%29.pdf
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The SVO has the authority to assign NAIC Designa�ons to all investments regardless of repor�ng 
Schedule, including debt that moves from Schedule D to BA that does not qualify as a bond but may 
receive favorable capital treatment if Designated by the SVO. 

 Our reac�on. For bonds reported under Schedule D, the examples noted by NAIC staff should be 
addressed in classifying debt as a bond under the new defini�on without needing to incorporate them 
into the defini�on of a Designa�on. Incorpora�ng cumbersome and undefined language to cover debt 
failing bond classifica�on and reported under Schedule BA seems unnecessary since the SVO will most 
likely oversee the methodology of assigning Designa�ons for these assets. 

• Tail risks. The proposed defini�on includes the need for Designa�ons to reflect 'tail risk,' a concept not formally defined 
by the NAIC or in the defini�on of ra�ngs under the SEC or ra�ng agencies such as Moody's or S&P, which has 
commenters raise concerns. With the lion's share of Designa�ons derived from agency ra�ngs, devia�ng from 
defini�ons used by agencies can lead to confusion. Several commenters point to the poten�al for capturing duplica�ve 
risks (e.g., tail risk) if those risks are already captured and defined in, say, the risk-based capital factors.   

o Our reac�on. We've previously explored different no�ons of tail risk, given the concept has been discussed 
increasingly, including Bret's unusually weedy ART Newsreel | August 10, 2023, In the Weeds. Regulators are 
rightly worried about the impact of extreme events on insurers, but several concepts o�en get conflated. In 
par�cular, the use of agency ra�ngs, which in spirit rank order stand-alone expected credit risk, in the context 
of RBC, which is calculated based on the 96% loss (roughly 90% CTE). Agency ra�ngs undoubtedly account for 
extreme events (e.g., AAA or AA defaults are extremely rare, with frequencies measured in single or frac�onal 
basis points). The rank order of stand-alone credit risk does not generally change if one focuses more on 
extreme tail events; AAA-rated corporate bonds will con�nue to be safer than those rated A. However, this is 
not to say that tail risk is the same across different asset classes with the same Designa�on, given differences 
in correla�on, concentra�on, and recovery risks. Those differences are generally captured in the capital 
framework, as is the case with Solvency II and Basel, which permit the use of agency ra�ngs. By incorpora�ng 
capital-related metrics into Designa�ons, the lines between the NAIC’s three-legged investment oversight 
stool are blurred, complica�ng efforts to properly account for cri�cal features such as correc�on and 
concentra�on risks within the RBC framework.” 

What's next? The Chair explained that the proposal is 'near final' and requested that the SVO con�nue working with 
interested par�es to incorporate sugges�ons in a revised dra�, which will then be posted for a 30-day public comment 
period and in �me for delibera�ons at the 2024 Summer Na�onal Mee�ng. 

2.2.2 Procedures for the SVO’s discre�on over agency-ra�ngs-based Designa�ons  
2.2.2.1 Context 
The proposal to extend staff discre�on over agency ra�ngs-based Designa�ons is unchanged from the one deliberated at 
the 2023 Fall Na�onal Mee�ng (Atachment Three). S�ll, it is acknowledged to have evolved substan�ally since its 
incep�on. In line with pos�ngs from the E-Commitee and related delibera�ons, regulators seem determined to 
incorporate a stop-gap oversight process as soon as prac�cal, as a longer-term due diligence framework is structured. In 
its current form, the proposal would have an effective date of January 1, 2025, and would involve: 

• SVO discretion 
o The formation of an SVO Senior Credit Committee (SCC) that determines whether a rating appears 

unreasonable and placed "Under Review," along with an information request informing insurers holding 
the security. 

https://mailchi.mp/5b8bd457f90b/art-newsreel-update-february-23-8722347?e=9ea3ec665c&mc_cid=41acd3602c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=c95e106fc8&e=9ea3ec665c
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o If the SCC views the rating-based Designation as three or more notches different from its own opinion 
(i.e., Materiality Threshold), the rating will not be eligible for use in Designations. 

o If an alternative agency rating is available or subsequently received, it will be incorporated into the 
Designation process. Otherwise, the SCC's assessment will be used. 

• Reporting 
o An anonymized summary of each unique issue or situation will be published.  
o SVO Administrative Symbols will identify ratings that have been removed for security. 
o An annual summary of actions will be provided at the Spring National Meeting.    

• Oversight by VOSTF  
o The SCC will discuss the basis for removing an agency rating from the Designation process as long as the 

VOSTF chair deems it necessary. 
• The right to appeal 

o An insurer may appeal if they believe the SVO did not follow the procedures 
o An insurer may request the NAIC’s IAO to contract, at the insurer(s) expense, with an independent third 

party acceptable to the NAIC IAO. 

2.2.2.2 What’s new, and what’s next? 
What's new? Before opening the floor to discussions at the Spring Na�onal Mee�ng, the VOSTF Chair provided 
perspec�ves on the intent of the proposal, acknowledging procedural issues will need to be worked through: 

• Discretion is intended for a single asset and not an asset class, which speaks to concerns raised by commenters (see 
below) over possible market disruption. It reinforces that challenges are intended to be the exception rather than the 
rule. It also speaks to the data and systems accessible to the SVO, and thus its ability to conduct reviews in mass, which 
commentators have pointed out.  

• Transparency for affected insurers is intended to be complete and key to the process. 
 
There is much to learn from the eleven posted comment leters (see mee�ng Materials) and NAIC staff reac�ons, which 
aligned with oral statements from commenters and NAIC staff. We’ve summarized a few themes:   
• Overwhelming support for needed oversight. There is a general consensus for the need to avoid blind reliance on 

agency ra�ngs and for the NAIC to establish a process for agency ra�ng oversight.  
• Proceed with cau�on. With reference to the E-Commitee ini�a�ve, several commentators note the need for a 

though�ul and cau�ous approach to challenging ra�ngs to minimize market disrup�on and for challenges to be the 
excep�on rather than the rule if it takes effect. Opacity has been argued to result in confusion among insurers and 
could disrupt capital markets more than necessary. 

• Transparency over methodology and concerns. Commenters pointed to the lack of ar�culated concerns over specific 
gaps or flaws in methodologies used by ra�ng agencies and the lack of clarity on criteria and analy�cal tools the SVO 
staff will use to iden�fy ra�ngs they believe may be unreasonable. Some suggested a need to iden�fy in wri�ng 
whether and why the ra�ng methodology is not fit for purpose and the reason the SVO's methodology is more 
appropriate.   

o NAIC staff response (paraphrased): The insurer(s) impacted will have full transparency into the SVO analysis 
and ra�onale confiden�ally.  

o Our reac�on: The SVO might consider a tangible example of what insurers and regulators should expect, which 
should provide context for the level of transparency the SVO has in mind. 

• The need for beter data. At least two commenters, including a ra�ng agency, noted that actual performance data 
provides a much more reliable and jus�fiable method for iden�fying poten�al problems than conduc�ng challenges 
and debates over how opinions are determined. 

https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=c95e106fc8&e=9ea3ec665c
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• Oversight. Several commenters pointed to the lack of SVO oversight, with suggested processes ranging from having 
subcommitees that included affected insurers' domiciled state regulators to VOSTF or the E-Commitee's 
involvement.  

• Appeals and third-party review. Several concerns were raised, including the efficacy and viability of the proposed blind 
appeals process and third-party review, with necessary considera�ons for the confiden�al nature of many 
investments. The proposal does not require the SVO to produce a report explaining their analy�cal process to the 
investor, similar to what is done by ra�ng agencies, making it difficult for an appeal to be effec�ve if the insurer was 
not informed of what went into the analysis. A meaningful review was argued to require access to the original 
documenta�on, ra�onale, and other informa�on that can o�en only be fully understood through dialogue with the 
relevant investment par�es.  

o NAIC staff response (paraphrased):  The SVO agrees that engaging an independent third party to adjudicate 
these decisions would be very challenging. The SVO would welcome more agency ra�ngs in the process and 
believes there should probably be a minimum number of ra�ngs required to ensure a broad assessment of 
risk. 

o Our reac�on: NAIC staff response is notable and might suggest considera�on for a process whereby more than 
one agency ra�ng is required in the Designa�on process. We advocate for mul�ple opinions of credit risk in 
our report, Overseeing Designa�ons and the Prudent Use of Agency Ra�ngs, but argue that there should be a 
materiality threshold to limit an overly costly process. 

 

What's next?  

• Per the Chair, a regulator-only meeting is scheduled in May, and an updated draft will subsequently be posted for 
a 30-day comment period and ready for deliberations at the Summer National Meeting. 

• The SVO expects that the implementation of the process will require enhancements to NAIC’s VISION and AVS+ 
applications.  Funding for the application enhancements in the amendment, if adopted, will be needed, and it 
could take 1-2 years before this proposal can be fully implemented with a targeted effective date of January 1, 
2025. 

• The process will take time to work itself through, and we encourage the community to continue sharing 
suggestions, helping regulators keep an eye out for unintended consequences and the need for possible 
refinements.   

 

2.2.3 NAIC model-based Designa�ons for CLOs 
2.2.3.1 Context 
VOSTF adopted the intrinsic-price modeled-based Designa�ons with a year-end 2024 �meframe. The approach is outlined 
in Instruc�ons for the Financial Modeling of CLOs and will follow that of CMBS and RMBS. It has authorized the CLO 
Modelling Ad hoc group, which includes NAIC staff, interested regulators, and key stakeholders, to work through the various 
issues to achieve consensus over technical modeling details. At the end of 2023, and in a move to place closure on the 
modeling framework, the CLO Modeling Ad-Hoc Working Group posted preliminary results from CLO Default & Recovery 
Scenarios that would feed into the modeling framework. The scenarios are similar in spirit to those used in the NAIC CLO 
Stress Test Methodology. CLO tranche losses are measured across ten scenarios, with a baseline default rate and recovery 
scenario es�mated from historical data and stressed scenarios (e.g., historical + 2 standard devia�ons). Several deals were 
analyzed and posted under CLO Preliminary Results. The probabili�es/weights of each scenario will ul�mately determine 
the total life�me loss, which will be used in mapping to a Designa�on and capital. 
 

https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=b2493354c6&e=9ea3ec665c
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/2022-004.12b%20-%20PP%20Amend%20to%20Add%20CLO%20to%20Part%20Four%20v3.pdf
https://content.naic.org/industry/structured-securities/collateralized-loan-obligations?mc_cid=227e54c496&mc_eid=UNIQID
https://content.naic.org/industry/structured-securities/collateralized-loan-obligations?mc_cid=227e54c496&mc_eid=UNIQID
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=0998374c9a&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=0998374c9a&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=19e74caeef&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=19e74caeef&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=cc616da2b4&e=9ea3ec665c
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2.2.3.2 What to watch out for, and what’s next? 
Model performance and impact will ul�mately determine the degree to which the approach will be accepted. There have 
been notable flags raised by commenters in this and other workstreams, ques�oning the benefits of CLO model-based 
Designa�ons and the degree to which they are comparable or improve upon agency ra�ngs. In Benchmarking the 
Treatment of CLOs, we’ve pointed to features of the intrinsic price approach that result in capital ul�mately having 
characteris�cs that depart from those of corporate bonds, including longer-dated tranches receiving more puni�ve 
treatment; RBC is agnos�c to maturity for corporate bonds.  

 

What’s next? Efforts to complete the model for assigning CLO Designa�ons are taking longer than desired, and NAIC staff 
requested that the rollout be pushed out to 2025 rather than 2024, as ini�ally planned. Once effec�ve, agency ra�ng-
based Designa�ons will no longer be allowable.   

2.2.4 A due diligence program from the E-Commitee 
2.2.4.1 Context 
The E-Commitee met to move forward efforts to develop its Framework for Regula�on of Insurer Investments (the 
Framework). The E-Commitee is modernizing the NAIC's oversight of insurers' investments, and formed a Dra�ing 
Group and posted a memorandum summarizing the views of the Commitee on the next steps to implement the 
Framework and proposed changes to the Framework, along with a Workplan that includes core principles and ac�on items 
which we discuss in detail in Sec�on 3. As part of the Workplan, the posted Agenda & Materials include a proposal 
pe��oning for the development of a request for proposal (RFP) to engage a consultant who would help the NAIC develop a 
due diligence program over the ongoing use of agency ra�ngs (Atachment Eleven). Between the E-Commitee and 
the Valua�on of Securi�es (E) Task Force (VOSTF)'s efforts to map out a process extending NAIC staff discre�on over ra�ng 
agency-based Designa�ons (see below), the NAIC is making clear its determina�on to design a long-term, though�ul 
approach for the prudent use of agency ra�ngs, along with stopgap measures.  

2.2.4.2 What’s new, and what’s next? 
Regulators addressed the need to maintain the ongoing workstream to extend NAIC staff discre�on over ra�ng 
agency-based Designa�ons by VOSTF. It was argued that a stopgap is needed to the E-Commitee's development 
of a due diligence program over the ongoing use of agency ra�ngs, which will take much longer to implement; 
the VOSTF process itself will possibly take a couple of years to develop and implement. 

2.3 Differen�a�ng Capital for CLOs and Structured Assets and Their Residual Interests 
We now explore recent developments with efforts to differen�ate capital for structured assets, which we break down into 
two ini�a�ves: (1) a broad effort to design an RBC C-1 framework for structured assets and (2) interim capital charges for 
of residual interests.  

2.3.1 Designing a capital framework for structured assets 
2.3.1.1 Context 
The Risk Based Capital Investment Risk & Evalua�on (E) Working Group (RBC-IRE-WG) has requested the American 
Academy of Actuaries explore possible differen�ated capital charges for structured assets and ini�ally focus on CLOs. 
Recognizing the inherent inconsistencies with the C-1 framework (e.g., C-1 bond factors are measured over a 10-year 
horizon while C-1 equity is measured over a 2-year horizon), the Academy put forth and agreed on with regulators a set of 
Principles for the modeling of C-1 for Structured Securi�es. It includes a flowchart for determining whether an asset class 
needs to be modeled separately and the level of modeling granularity. The principles highlight the nuanced capital 
framework with inconsistent components that inherently violate aspects of almost every principle that would otherwise 
seem reasonable. For example, Candidate Principle 3 highlights that RBC is measured net of reserves and thus should be 

https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/benchmarking-the-treatment-of-clos-privateaccess
https://www.bridgewayanalytics.com/benchmarking-the-treatment-of-clos-privateaccess
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Memo%20from%20E%20Committee%20to%20Interested%20Parties.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Investment%20Framework%20as%20Revised%20E%20Committee.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Investment%20Framework%20Workplan.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/ecmte-materials-20240318_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/ecmte-materials-20240318_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/rbcirewg-materials-20231202.pdf
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measured consistently with an asset’s accoun�ng treatment. It observed that bond factors are calculated assuming that 
bonds are measured under amor�zed cost, which is inaccurate for impaired bonds (i.e., OTTI) that can be carried at fair 
value. Meanwhile, Candidate Principle 4 highlights the inherent ‘arbitrage’ where typical collateral of an ABS is o�en in the 
form of unrated debt (e.g., student loans), which would result in puni�ve RBC treatment if held directly and should not be 
used as a point of reference when assigning capital to the tranches that might have favorable risk characteris�cs.  
2.3.1.2 What to watch out for, and what’s next? 
The American Academy of Actuaries provided an update at the 2024 Spring Na�onal Mee�ng (RBC-IRE-WG Agenda & 
Materials), mapping out its next steps:  

• A review of the Oliver Wyman residual tranche study by April (see below). The Academy plans to review the 
study and opine on the degree to which it provides appropriate guidance for interim C-1 residual tranches, 
focusing on consistency with the Academy's Principles for RBC of ABS endorsed by RBC-IRE-WG in December. 
While regulators expressed a desire to receive the review as soon as possible, the Academy explained their review 
goes through their internal governance, limi�ng their turnaround �me.  

• A review of CRP ra�ng methodologies by the Summer Na�onal Mee�ng. The Academy will review the 
methodology of the five agencies that rate structured products, with an ini�al focus on CLOs.  

• A review of comparable atributes for CLO tail risk, with a target interim update at the Summer Na�onal Mee�ng 
and comple�on by the Fall Na�onal Mee�ng. The Academy plans to map out and assess a comprehensive set of 
atributes that can differen�ate the risks of ABS, which it references as comparable atributes, as part of its process 
for assessing an appropriate C-1 charge for ABS. A comparable atribute might be an agency ra�ng, NAIC 
Designa�on, or tranche subordina�on. They then plan to determine the set of easily iden�fiable atributes that 
explain most of the tail risk. If the set is small, they become candidate comparable atributes for determining C-1. 
They explained that if that set is large and complex, modeling individual CLOs may be necessary.  

2.3.2 Interim capital of 45% for residual interests of ABS 
2.3.2.1 Context 
C-1 charges for ABS residuals held by life companies will be 45% effec�ve this year. The adop�on was conten�ous, with 
strong and differing views expressed by a bifurcated industry and with some regulators ques�oning the urgency and need 
for an interim change, considering the longer-term and broader ini�a�ve of upda�ng the treatment of structured assets 
and the need for more analysis. Others ques�on whether life insurers should hold residual interests. The capital charges 
are interim in that they are expected to be overridden as the Academy progresses with a long-term solu�on for the 
treatment of structured assets. A 45% RBC charge for residual interests held by property and casualty, as well as health, is 
also being proposed, with an exposure period running through April 18, 2024. In part, the challenge with differen�a�ng 
the capital treatment of residual interests is the lack of clarity over what cons�tutes an ABS and, thus, what gets classified 
as a residual interest rather than common stock, which we discussed above in the context of poten�al revisions to the 
bond defini�on. 

2.3.2.2 What’s new? 
An empirical assessment of the 45% interim ABS residual tranche C-1 capital charge was conducted by Oliver Wyman on 
behalf of the Alterna�ve Credit Council (“ACC”), the private credit affiliate of the Alterna�ve Investment Management 
Associa�on Ltd (“AIMA”), and included in the RBC-IRE-WG Materials for its March 17, 2024 mee�ng. The study analyzes a 
random sample of ~30 residuals for each class of ABS analyzed, including CLOs, auto loans, and student loans. Losses were 
es�mated along tail scenarios designed for each class of ABS (e.g., loan default rates for CLO). The study concludes that, 
on a por�olio basis, ABS residuals perform beter than common equity under all modeled stress scenarios. The study finds 
that common stock losses are 30 percent higher than ABS residuals in the Deep-Tail stress scenario and 35-50 percent 
higher than ABS residuals in the Mid-Tail stress scenario. 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/rbcire-materials-20240317.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/rbcire-materials-20240317.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/rbcirewg-materials-20231202.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/rbcire-materials-20240317.pdf
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The accompanying leter argues that the study provides ample evidence that more diligence should be done before 
imposing any interim capital charge and delay in implementa�on, allowing further considera�on of any data put forth by 
interested par�es. 

Useful insights. 

• Characteris�cs that affect the poten�al losses on residual tranches. The study observes that residual tranche 
thickness and the ra�ng of the next-most junior (i.e., the junior-most rated tranche) tranche can help differen�ate 
losses on residuals, where thicker tranches and beter ra�ngs are o�en associated with lower expected losses in the 
residual tranches.   Of course, a thick residual tranche will typically both improve the ra�ng of the junior-most rated 
tranche and lower the expected loss of the residual tranche. These findings are suppor�ve of the Academy's 
approach to differen�a�ng RBC C-1 using comparable atributes that could poten�ally be applied to ABS residuals. 

• Analyzing risks across classes of ABS. The study takes on the significant effort of picking past experience and 
es�ma�ng baseline and stress loss scenarios across different markets, which is no easy task. Assessing a baseline 
default rate for corporates alone, for example, can lead one to significantly different conclusions depending on the 
market segment (e.g., broadly syndicated loans versus corporate bonds) and sample period; S&P provides useful 
context in A Tale of Two Markets: Credit Dispersion Characterizes U.S. Leveraged Finance in 2024. Choosing comparable 
baseline and tail scenarios across, say, corporate credit, auto loans, and student loans requires a heavy dose of 
professional judgment. No�ce, for example, that the loss on common stock under the chosen scenarios is well over 
40%, rather than the 30% that represents the 94% 2-year loss on the S&P 500 between 1960 and 1991. 

Addi�onal needed analysis  

• Considera�ons for concentra�on and diversifica�on when assessing por�olio tail risk.  
o The study applies the same scenario to all residuals of the class of ABS, thus having the risk factors be perfectly 

correlated - in the case of CLOs, for example, it assumes all CLOs hold the same collateral loans - they don't.    
o C-1 bond factors measure the expected tail loss on a large por�olio of bonds and atribute that loss to a bond 

with a par�cular ra�ng (e.g., A-ra�ng), with considera�ons for their correla�on and diversifica�on, providing 
an assessment of the likelihood of concentrated loss. Similarly, the C-1 equity factor is es�mated using the S&P 
500, which by its nature incorporates the correla�on and diversifica�on associated with its cons�tuents, 
providing an assessment of the likelihood of concentrated loss.  

o A por�olio of highly (low) correlated assets can lead to a higher (lower) likelihood of concentrated losses, as 
depicted in blue (orange), and should be assigned a higher (lower) capital. 

https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/events/webcasts/lfclo2124
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• The framework should aspire to back-test and represent observed dynamics experienced historically. 
o For bank syndicated loan (BSL) CLO residuals, for example, the study es�mates losses in the order of 45% 

through their Dot-Com and Great Financial Crisis (GFC) scenarios. In contrast, CLO residuals performed 
reasonably well over that period (CLO Performance). While the study acknowledges the modeled losses 
differ from the observed performance of CLO residual tranches during the GFC, poin�ng to several 
factors, including the several modeled assump�ons, the difference leaves one ques�oning the degree to 
which quan�ta�ve inference can be extracted from the analysis in its current form.   

  

 

o For common stock, regulators pointed out (see below) a lack of comparability of scenario severity across 
asset classes, poin�ng to the study measuring losses for common stock using the largest 2-year decline in 
market value for the S&P 500 during the 'Dot-Com bubble' (2000- 2002) and GFC (2007-2009) (see 
reference to the study’s Figure 22 above). The choice was seemingly overly puni�ve and not aligned with 
the spirit of a 95% scenario, and ques�oned the choice as an appropriate benchmark to compare against 
the performance of ABS.   

 Delibera�ons at the Spring Na�onal Mee�ng proved conten�ous, with several notable comments from regulators:  
• Prior to the sponsors of the study's presenta�on, the Chair opened, no�ng that they "...believe[s] the report, as it is 

now,... jus�fies the 45% interim factor... that it's a tough hill to climb, to get to a point to support something... less than 
the 45% charge."  But le� the door open, no�ng that if "...there's an interest in pursuing it... we will make every effort... 
to get us to a point where we could poten�ally adopt something for this year's end. That would require exposing a 
proposal for public comment by the end of April. 

https://www.philadelphiafed.org/-/media/frbp/assets/working-papers/2020/wp20-48.pdf
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o The Chair also pointed out that the methodologies that would underpin an alterna�ve to the 45% interim 
residual charge are expected to face a lower bar as far as sophis�ca�on compared to the Academy's long-term 
effort.  

o Several regulators commented on the es�mated loss under the ~95% scenarios for the broadly syndicated loan 
(BSL) CLO residuals of ~45%, roughly aligning with the interim charge. The sponsors highlighted that 
significantly lower loss rates were observed on other ABS residuals, including student loans and autos, in the 
range of 10%-20%, and the average loss across all ABS classes was significantly more benign than that of 
corporate equity under similar scenarios. 

• Discussions turned surprisingly technical, with regulators poin�ng to: 
o The need for using a condi�onal tail expecta�on (CTE) measure rather than a single percentage (i.e., value at 

risk) that is used in the study. 
o Lack of comparability of scenario severity across asset classes, poin�ng to the study measuring losses for 

common stock using the largest 2-year decline in market value for the S&P 500 during the 'Dot-Com bubble' 
(2000- 2002) and GFC (2007-2009). The choice was pointed to be seemingly overly puni�ve and not aligned 
with the spirit of a 95% scenario, having it be ques�oned as an appropriate benchmark to compare against the 
performance of ABS. 

• While suppor�ve of the ini�a�ve and the broader need to evolve regula�ons, the ACLI requested to delay the 
implementa�on of the 45% interim charge by a year. While the ACLI did not fund the study, it did point to the high 
degree of varia�on in risk profiles across classes of ABS residuals, which they argued the study demonstrates, and that 
the charge has long-las�ng elements, given the nature of the Academy's long-term efforts, ini�ally focusing on CLOs.   

o The Chair reacted, poin�ng out that the original proposal had the interim charge go into effect in 2023, with 
the 2024 effec�ve date already represen�ng a deferral of one year. 

2.3.2.3 What’s next? 

• The Oliver Wyman Residual Tranche Report was exposed for public comment through April 8, 2024. 
• The RBC-IRE-WG will meet on April 12, 2024, at noon ET to discuss the empirical assessment of the ABS residual 

tranche C-1 capital charge conducted by Oliver Wyman. 
• CATF exposed for comment a proposed 45% RBC charge for residual interests held by property and casualty, as 

well as health, through April 18, 2024. 

3 More on the E-Commitee’s Aspira�onal Framework 
3.1 Context 
The E-Commitee took significant steps forward with its proposed Framework for Regula�on of Insurer Investments – A 
Holis�c Review (the Framework) by forming a Dra�ing Group and a posted Workplan with ac�on items.4  

 
4 In addition to the Workplan, a memorandum was posted and provides a detailed summary of comments from the Drafting Group 
and interested parties and reactions from the Committee, highlighting three notable points:  
• The primary objective of the Framework is ensuring insurer solvency. 
• A core component of the Framework must be enhancing the centralized investment expertise available to regulators. 
• Coordination among the Committee’s various workstreams is vitally important.  
The memorandum includes a summary of the Drafting Group's views on each of the 9 recommendations from the Framework. Those 
recommendations include avoiding blind reliance on agency ratings, and having the NAIC build a broad policy advisory function and 
a need to seek a goal of “Equal Capital for Equal Risk." 

https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Oliver%20Wyman%20Residual%20Tranche%20Report.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Investment%20Framework%20Workplan.pdf
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=6bc6f3b61b&e=9ea3ec665c
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3.2 What to watch out for, and what’s next? 
The Workplan includes seven ac�on items (paraphrased):5  
1. The Drafting Group will propose updates to the Framework, which it did, with proposed changes to the Framework 

predominantly editorial. 
2. The E-Committee will request approval to hire a consultant to provide recommendations for a CRP due diligence 

framework for CRPs, which we discussed in Section 2.2.4. 
3. Implementation of the Framework will be done in parallel with ongoing workstreams. 
4. An assessment of conceptual centralized investment expertise (CIE), which would provide broader regulatory 

advisory support to regulators, including due diligence and not limited to credit as is the case with the Investment 
Analysis Office (IAO), Structured Securities Group (SSG), and SVO. 

5. The Drafting Group will recommend candidates for a new investment-focused working group.  
6. The Drafting Group will develop and implement enhanced coordination between the Committee’s workstreams. 
7. The Workplan does not include action items related to risk-based capital (RBC) recommendations at this time. 

What’s new?  
• The 2024 Summer National Meeting Agenda & Materials includes a proposal petitioning for the development of a 

request for proposal (RFP) to engage a consultant who would help the NAIC develop a due diligence program over 
the ongoing use of agency ratings (Attachment Eleven).  

• Delibera�ons at the mee�ng included oral comments on the Framework from commentators. While the comment 
period for the Framework remains open, the E-Commitee invited ini�al observa�ons that had common themes: 

o Overall support for the E-commitee's goal of developing a holis�c and consistent approach to regula�ng 
insurance investments.  

o Effec�ve use of resources, including agency ra�ngs and needed cost-benefit analysis. One commenter linked 
the importance of effec�vely using agency ra�ngs as a resource to develop a consistent risk oversight 
framework across investments and the SVO's role in agency ra�ng oversight rather than Designa�on 
assignment, with specific reference to the best use of the SVO CLO modeling efforts. 

o Need to coordinate and communicate across workstreams in light of not pausing exis�ng efforts that overlap 
(e.g., changes to both the classifica�on and capital treatment of residual interests) and ar�cula�ng the tools 
that will be used to achieve those goals.   

o Needed tools and data to assess the performance of agency ra�ngs and the SVO modeled Designa�ons. With 
insurers holding 100s of thousands of debt instruments of varying characteris�cs, acknowledging the 
significant challenge is needed. Tools and data available through standard channels (e.g., through the SEC or 
disclosed by the agencies) may be insufficient, and addi�onal disclosure may be required.  

What's next?  
• Request for public comment. The E-Committee has requested public comment on the Workplan, which is intended 

to be a working document, as well as related documents through April 8, 2024:  
o Memo from E Committee to Interested Parties 
o Investment Framework as Revised E Committee 
o Investment Framework Workplan 

• The Committee expects continued work on the Framework to occur over the rest of 2024 and into 2025, with more 
details developed as work progresses on different aspects of the Workplan  

 
5 The Workplan also includes six core principles. We find principle six to be particularly compelling: The ultimate responsibility for 
prudent investment oversight is with the insurers themselves… This responsibility should not be “outsourced” to CRPs or the 
regulators. We feel this principle should be the core of any investment risk oversight framework that is ultimately adopted. We have 
advocated for this principle in our own comment letter and reports Overseeing Designations and the Prudent Use of Agency 
Ratings and Investment Risk Oversight.  
 

https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=3cb162abb5&e=9ea3ec665c
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Investment%20Framework%20as%20Revised%20E%20Committee.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/ecmte-materials-20240318_0.pdf
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/ecmte-materials-20240318_0.pdf
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=65f860d320&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=f5eed29de2&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=3cb162abb5&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=7b2fc627fe&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=68127cdca1&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=68127cdca1&e=9ea3ec665c
https://bridgewayanalytics.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=79c3cb5ae113df9ea96a5e443&id=66b8598598&e=9ea3ec665c
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4 What are we op�mis�c about?  
The community remains determined to achieve an aspira�onal goal of equal capital for equal risk, with a spectrum of 
proposed paths, each with varying implica�ons that can be significant. NAIC leadership remains commited to broad and 
though�ul discourse around the challenges of regula�ng the evolving investment landscape. While many industry 
par�cipants are concerned about some aspects of the chosen path, regulators have demonstrated an open ear and 
flexibility in addressing concerns. However, there are red lines regulators are unwilling to cross. With many perspec�ves 
on the table, there is much to learn, and we expect refined thinking on what makes the most sense for the industry. We 
have certainly updated our views as informed par�es have brought new insights, which we encourage. 
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Bridgeway Analy�cs and its product suite ART provide opinions related to the business implica�ons of regula�ons and 
accoun�ng standards. While Bridgeway Analy�cs aspires to provide accurate and �mely informa�on, the nature of dis�lling 
informa�on to what we deem as most relevant and the evolving and subjec�ve nature of the rules implies that the data 
represents our opinion of the rules and not the rules themselves. Users of ART agree to consult their legal, compliance, 
and accoun�ng professionals before applying any data generated by or resul�ng from the use of the data in business 
processes. Bridgeway Analy�cs does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, �meliness, or availability of 
data and/or content, and is not responsible for errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, and 
is not liable for any damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or lost profit and opportunity 
costs) in connec�on with any use of the data and/or content. 
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